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Abstract

Product description generation is a challeng-001
ing and under-explored task. Most such work002
takes a set of product attributes as inputs then003
generates a description from scratch in a sin-004
gle pass. However, this widespread paradigm005
might be limited when facing the dynamic006
wishes of users on constraining the descrip-007
tion, such as deleting or adding the content of008
a user-specified attribute based on the previous009
version. To address this challenge, we explore010
a new draft-command-edit manner in descrip-011
tion generation, leading to the proposed new012
task—controllable text editing in E-commerce.013
More specifically, we allow systems to receive014
a command (deleting or adding) from the user015
and then generate a description by flexibly016
modifying the content based on the previous017
version. It is easier and more practical to meet018
the new needs by modifying previous versions019
than generating from scratch. Furthermore, we020
design a data augmentation method to remedy021
the low resource challenge in this task, which022
contains a model-based and a rule-based strat-023
egy to imitate the edit by humans. To ac-024
company this new task, we present a human-025
written draft-command-edit dataset called E-026
cEdits and a new metric “Attribute Edit”. Our027
experimental results show that using the new028
data augmentation method outperforms base-029
lines to a greater extent in both automatic and030
human evaluations.1031

1 Introduction032

In E-commerce, controllable text generation plays033

an essential role in generating attractive and suit-034

able product descriptions (Shao et al., 2021). These035

automatic description generation methods bring sig-036

nificant increases in writing efficiency and cost sav-037

ings when facing billions of product data (Zhang038

et al., 2019).039

1Our code and dataset have been uploaded as supplemen-
tary materials, which will be released upon the acceptance.

Figure 1: An example in our data source. We collect
right data items from the left website. The attribute-
relevant contents are colored in the description.

Most recent works depend on the single-pass 040

paradigm to design the description generation man- 041

ner (Li et al., 2020a; Chan et al., 2019; Shao et al., 042

2021). In details, the generation model takes a 043

set of inputs, which include the key selling points 044

of a product (i.e., a set of attributes (Shao et al., 045

2021)) and various forms of grounding, such as 046

titles (Zhang et al., 2019), customer reviews (Zhan 047

et al., 2021), or knowledge base (Chen et al., 2019). 048

Then, it outputs the final description, without con- 049

sidering user feedback (i.e., in a single pass). 050

Despite the success of the above studies, there is 051

still a major limitation in this single-pass paradigm 052

— it fails to interact with users and flexibly refine 053

the generated description. Specifically, users’ ex- 054

pectations about the content might change after 055

receiving the first version of description. For ex- 056

ample, they may want to add or delete the content 057

of a specific product attribute to obtain a more ap- 058

propriate description. Unfortunately, it is inflex- 059

ible for the single-pass paradigm to address this 060

situation. On the one hand, existing models have 061

to regenerate a description from scratch, even if 062
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needing a very few words changes from the previ-063

ous version. On the other hand, utilizing manual064

post processing is time-consuming and often pro-065

hibitively expensive (Green et al., 2013), since the066

edit operation includes finding the right place from067

the entire description, then rewriting the attribute-068

relevant content while fine-tuning context to keep069

readability.070

To reach the ideal goal of generating descriptions071

interactively, we propose a new task to approxi-072

mate the condition—controllable E-commerce de-073

scription editing. In short, we allow users to flex-074

ibly modify the previous description (hereinafter075

known as draft) in a draft-command-edit manner.076

In particular, users input a specific command with077

an attribute (e.g., deleting or adding the attribute-078

relevant content in draft), the model then generates079

a new description (i.e., edit) based on the com-080

mand, draft, and grounding (e.g., product title,081

product property). This paradigm would be eas-082

ier and more practical to meet the new needs of083

users (Faltings et al., 2020), while making the first084

attempt to high-volume processing on user-oriented085

description editing.086

The key challenge of this task is that the rich sup-087

ply of alignment data between draft and edit would088

be naturally inaccessible, which may cause big dif-089

ficulties for these data-driven generation models.090

To overcome this low resource limitation, we pro-091

pose a data augmentation method to automatically092

generate draft-edit data pairs. In more detail, we093

design two strategies to imitate the edit by humans.094

One of them uses a filling-in-the-blank generation095

model to approximate the human edit that removes096

the attribute-relevant tokens and slightly modifies097

the context to keep readability. Another one is098

based on the rules to imitate the edit that directly099

deletes the attribute tokens in the content.100

Besides, we introduce a new draft-command-101

edit dataset called E-cEdits and a novel met-102

ric “Attribute Edit” to evaluate our method. E-103

cEdits is created by humans via crowdsourcing104

in Anonymity E-commerce scenario.2 As Figure105

1 shown, we first crawl data from the platform,106

then the human annotators are asked to edit the107

description until it excludes the content about a pre-108

specified attribute. In the end, there are 9,000 <at-109

tribute, command, grounding, draft, edit> 5-tuples110

from 733 product categories. In addition, “Attribute111

2For the anonymous submission, we have temporarily hid-
den the specific real-world E-commerce platform name.

Edit” aims to examine whether an attribute has been 112

edited. In details, it computes a fuzzy matching 113

score between the input attribute and the model 114

output, evaluating whether the content of the user- 115

specified attribute appears (for adding commands) 116

/ disappears (for deleting commands) in final re- 117

sults. It is simple but effective, and our experi- 118

ments demonstrate that “Attribute Edit” metric is 119

significantly correlated with human evaluation. 120

The main contributions of this work could be 121

summarized as follows: 122

• We propose a challenging new text genera- 123

tion task in E-commerce, which allows the 124

model to flexibly modify the description con- 125

strained by users’ dynamical requirements. 126

This paradigm could provide a novel insight 127

to design a user-oriented generation manner 128

in controllable text generation. 129

• Responding to the key challenge of low re- 130

source in this task, we propose a new auto- 131

matic data augmentation method to approxi- 132

mate human edit, which automatically gener- 133

ates pseudo data. Experiments on the E-cEdits 134

dataset show that our system significantly out- 135

performs baselines in automatic and human 136

evaluations. 137

• To accompany this task, we release an E- 138

commerce text editing dataset E-cEdits and 139

design a novel metric “Attribute Edit”. 140

2 Related Work 141

In this section, we first analyze the related works on 142

text generation in E-commerce. Then, we review 143

some representative works which introduce text 144

editing into some text generation scenarios. 145

2.1 Text Generation in E-commerce 146

Recently, various attempts have been made in E- 147

commerce text generation, such as title genera- 148

tion (Mane et al., 2020), summarization (Li et al., 149

2020b), dialogue (Zhang et al., 2020a), and answer 150

generation (Gao et al., 2021). The most related task 151

to us is product description generation. Apex (Shao 152

et al., 2021) based on a Conditional Variational Au- 153

toencoder generates a description from a set of 154

attributes. FPDG (Chan et al., 2019) considers the 155

entity label of each word and increases the fidelity 156

of the descriptions. KOBE (Chen et al., 2019) takes 157

a variety of factors into account while generating 158
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Attribute Description x̂ Description x

shape: column brass magnetic clasps, column, silver
size:about 8mm wide, ..., just add to the end
of your diy bracelets crimp in the hole.

brass magnetic clasps, silver size:about
8mm wide, ..., just add to the end of your
diy bracelets crimp in the hole.

flavor: green-apple flavor you will receive green-apple flavor a must
have for braces, ..., package including : 10
boxes ortho wax.

you will receive a must have for braces,
..., package including : 10 boxes ortho
wax.

club type: hybrids brand new aftermarket adapter for taylor-
made hybrids, ..., they have 1.5 degrees of
loft adjustment.

brand new aftermarket adapter, ..., they
have 1.5 degrees of loft adjustment.

nintendo model: nintendo switch charging data cable for nintendo switch type
c usb charger, ..., 1pcs x charging cable.

charging data cable for the one that uses
type c usb charger, ..., 1pcs x charging
cable.

Table 1: Example description edits of E-cEdits. The unmodified contents are omitted and the modified properties
are colored. Best viewed in color.

descriptions, including product aspects, user cate-159

gories, and knowledge base. The previous methods160

have their applicative advantages and insurmount-161

able disadvantages: for example, they consider the162

generation of description under the one-pass set-163

ting from scratch. However, the users’ needs for164

constraining the description could be dynamic. In165

contrast, we provide a new generation paradigm166

regarding the process in a draft-command-edit man-167

ner, which significantly drops the difficulty of the168

description generating by taking advantage of pre-169

vious versions.170

2.2 Text Editing171

Dating back to the period of rule-based postedit-172

ing (Knight and Chander, 1994), text editing has173

long been investigated for text generation. Ac-174

cording to the differences in the ultimate goal, it175

can be roughly divided into two types: (1) Refin-176

ing the sentences to be more fluency and factu-177

ally grounded; (2) Adding or modifying the con-178

tent. The first type has a set of different settings,179

such as post-editing (Herbig et al., 2020; Mallinson180

et al., 2020), grammatical error correction (Zhao181

and Wang, 2020; Wan et al., 2020), and paraphras-182

ing (Goyal and Durrett, 2020; Siddique et al., 2020).183

Our new task is more relevant to the second type, in184

which editing text based on prototypes has achieved185

promising performance. For example, Guu et al.186

(2018) sample prototype from the training corpus.187

FACTEDITOR (Iso et al., 2020) creates a fact-188

based draft by rules as the model input in two data-189

to-text tasks. Faltings et al. (2020) crawl data from190

Wikipedia’s revision histories to form a Draft-Edit191

pair, and generate text according to the command in192

a progressively adding manner. However, directly193

incorporating the methods above into E-commerce194

is less portable. It is because the text editing man- 195

ner of these methods is based on continuing writ- 196

ing (i.e., generating new sentences after the cur- 197

rent text), which might be hard to modify previous 198

content according to users’ wishes. In comparison, 199

our task provides more flexible operations—adding 200

and deleting, which takes modifying and adding 201

content of the description both into account. Mean- 202

while, the editing object product attribute is the 203

central theme of a product description, which pro- 204

motes our task more adaptable to the application 205

requirements in E-commerce (Petrovski and Bizer, 206

2017). 207

3 Preliminaries 208

In this section, we introduce our new task and elab- 209

orate the benchmark E-cEdits. To ease of presenta- 210

tion, we start from formalize the new task in § 3.1. 211

Then we give a detailed creation of the presented 212

dataset E-cEdits in § 3.2. 213

3.1 Task Definition 214

The controllable E-commerce description editing 215

task is defined as follows: given an attribute a, a 216

command µ and the specified forms of grounding 217

g, the system generates a new description x based 218

on the previous version x̂. In our specific settings 219

to instantiate this task, the command µ is defined 220

as adding or deleting the content of attribute a from 221

the description x̂ while keeping readability. Mean- 222

while, the type of attribute-relevant content is vari- 223

ous. It could be a word, a phrase, or a clause when 224

appearing in the description. In addition, grounding 225

is the supplementary information about the product, 226

such as titles. In sum, the editing process is x̂→ x, 227

given a, µ, and g. 228
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Statistic Item Numbers Mean Length

Description x̂ 9,000 69.47
x 9,000 65.87

Grounding Category 733 -
Title 9,000 15.92

Attribute Attribute 9,0001 3.17

Table 2: Summary statistics of E-cEdits.

3.2 E-cEdits229

It is tough to obtain x̂ for x from the E-commerce230

platform, since the history version for attributes231

editing is difficult to collect. To accompany this232

task and evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed233

method, we present a high-quality dataset contain-234

ing 9,000 draft-command-edit tuples in the English235

E-commerce domain, which is wholly written by236

humans via crowdsourcing in the Anonymity E-237

commerce platform. To be concrete, we ask each238

annotator to remove the content of a pre-specified239

attribute from the complete description, which is240

consistent with the deleting editing in the task defi-241

nition.3 When considering the adding editing, data242

tuples can be easily obtained by exchanging the243

deleted editing samples’ source and target descrip-244

tions. It is worth mentioning that the editing opera-245

tion of humans follows the “minimum modification246

principle”. This principle means that the annota-247

tor should remove the relevant content, may add248

punctuation or a few words to keep the readabil-249

ity. In addition, the third-party inspectors examine250

200 random samples from the editing data for data251

quality assurance and make sure the pass rate is252

more than 95%. Finally, each sample of E-cEdits253

contains 5-tuple <attribute, command, grounding,254

draft, edit>. In the implementation, the command255

includes two signals, “[ADD]” and “[DEL]”, which256

denote adding and deleting commands, respec-257

tively. Meanwhile, we choose product title and258

category as the grounding following Zhang et al.259

(2019).260

Statistical Analysis Table 2 gives a statistical261

overview of our dataset. More concretely, the mean262

length difference between draft (i.e., x̂) and edit263

(i.e., x) suggests that the words changing in editing264

is slightly. Meanwhile, descriptions come from265

733 categories, and various types mean our dataset266

could approximate the real condition. Finally, the267

3In fact, each description has multiple attributes (2.61 on
average), and we randomly select one of them as the pre-
specified hint for description editing.

mean length of the attribute implies that it usu- 268

ally includes only a single word or a short phrase. 269

As a result, the minimal information offered by 270

attributes may bring algorithms difficulties to gen- 271

erate a description from scratch. 272

Examples The typical edit examples of E-cEdits 273

are illustrated in Table 1. The phenomena can be 274

mainly divided into two categories: 1) Deleting 275

the attribute-relevant content. For instance, the 276

annotator may delete the keywords (row 2), the 277

phrase (row 3), or the clause (row 1); 2) Replacing 278

the attribute words with attribute-free ones (row 4) 279

to keep the text flowing. We can see that the editing 280

contains various forms and appears in different 281

positions, which will present the editing system in 282

the low-resource settings with a great challenge. 283

4 Method 284

In this section, we elaborate our data augmenta- 285

tion method and the description editing model. To 286

ease of presentation, we start from toy examples 287

to illustrate the overview of the data augmentation 288

method in § 4.1, and give a detailed explanation of 289

the implementation. Then, we present the editing 290

model in § 4.2. 291

4.1 Automatic Data Augmentation 292

To remedy the low resource challenge in this task, 293

we design a data augmentation method to imitate 294

the edit by humans. Although draft-command- 295

edit data pairs are difficult to obtain naturally, a 296

large number of descriptions and corresponding 297

attributes can be easily collected from E-commerce 298

platforms. Thus, we consider strategically remov- 299

ing the content of a pre-specified attribute from 300

the description (i.e., the deleting editing), which is 301

similar to the dataset building method of humans 302

editing. After that, we obtain the adding editing 303

sample by exchanging the source and target de- 304

scriptions in deleting, as mentioned in § 3.2. 305

Model-based Strategy Our basic idea is to mask 306

the content of a pre-specified attribute in descrip- 307

tion with a signal “[FILL]” then use a filling-in- 308

the-blank model to generate attribute-free content 309

on that position. Therefore, we get a draft for each 310

description while keeping readability. The work- 311

flow is shown in the blue flow of Figure 2. For 312

each description, we extract a word or a phrase, 313

then replace it with a mask token “[FILL]”. Af- 314

ter that, we fine-tune a pre-trained Seq2Seq model 315

(e.g., ProphetNet (Qi et al., 2020)) to reconstruct 316
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Decoder

Encoder

A  B  [FILL]  D  E 

A  B  C  D  E
Pretrained Model

Token Level
welcome to my shop these [FILL] are 
made from a zinc alloy metal... 

Phrase Level
Randomly Masking: welcome to my shop
these charms are made from a [FILL]
and a plastic material...

Attribute-based Masking: hello! welcome
to our store! main color: [FILL], new
material: lace…

Conjunction-based Masking: welcome to
my shop these charms are made from a
zinc alloy metal [FILL]...

metals type: zinc alloy metal
welcome to my shop these
charms are made from a [FILL]
and a plastic material...

toys type: interactive
size: 4.5cm
pet interactive toy fun, size:
4.5cm, apply to cats and dogs…

Raw data

Model-based
Strategy

Rule-based
Strategy Sentence Level

pet interactive toy fun, apply to cats and
dogs…

pet toy fun, size: 4.5cm, apply to cats and
dogs…

For Adjective

welcome to my shop these charms are
made from a lead-free material and a
plastic material...

Training Dataset

From the Above Model

Figure 2: An overview of our data augmentation method. The upper part (orange line above) illustrates the model
training stage of our model-based strategy.

the description (i.e., the “Pretrained model” part in317

Figure 2). In the inference, we use a phrase fuzzy318

matching tool based on the Levenshtein Distance319

to mask the content of a pre-specified attribute320

with “[FILL]”.4 Then, we constrain the decoding321

space by removing the attribute tokens in vocabu-322

lary while generating. As a result, the model can323

generate an attribute-free description.324

It is worth mentioning that we develop multi-325

ple policies for deciding which tokens or phrases326

should be masked with “[FILL]”. First, we use the327

TF-IDF score at the token level to choose and mask328

an essential word in each description (except for329

stop words and punctuation). The TF-IDF score330

could provide the uniqueness and local importance331

of a word at the corpus level (Zhang et al., 2020b).332

Second, we design three masking approaches to333

increase the filling types’ variety at the phrase334

level, aiming to approximate human editing situa-335

tions. Concretely, it includes random, conjunction-336

based, and attribute-based masking (the blue block337

“Phrase Level”). In randomly masking, we ran-338

domly choose 2-5 word pieces to mask each de-339

scription, referring to the length statistic results.340

4This tool can be accessed via https://pypi.org/
project/fuzzywuzzy/.

Meanwhile, we consider masking attribute-relevant 341

words with phrase fuzzy matching tool thus mod- 342

els can enjoy benefits to better deal with attributes. 343

In addition, we randomly mask the clauses con- 344

nected with coordinating conjunctions as it is a 345

typical form when multiple attributes appear in 346

one sentence. Finally, we collect 1.2 million data 347

pairs in total for model training. The proportion 348

of each type in the training data set is: 50% for to- 349

ken level and 50% for phrase-level (50% attribute- 350

based masking, 30% conjunction-based masking, 351

and 20% randomly masking). 352

Rule-based Strategy We design two ways to imi- 353

tate the editing type of directly deleting attribute- 354

relevant content in a description. On the one hand, 355

we directly remove the sentence in a description if 356

it only contains one attribute (the “Sentence Level” 357

block in the figure). On the other hand, as remov- 358

ing adjectives does not affect the sentence integrity, 359

we also fall the attributes of adjectives into this 360

category (the “For adjective” block). 361

4.2 Model 362

For the description edit task, we use the standard 363

auto-regressive sequence to sequence models as 364

test beds, thus various generation models can be 365
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Figure 3: An overview of our edit model.

easily adapted to this task. Given an attribute a, an366

command µ, groundings g, and draft x̂, the model367

generates Edit x = (x1, x2, ..., xT ) by:368

p(x|x̂, a, µ, g; θ) =
T∏
t=1

p(xt|x1:t−1, x̂, a, µ, g; θ),

(1)369

where θ is the model parameters.370

In implementation, we use the pre-trained371

Seq2Seq model ProphetNet (Qi et al., 2020) as372

the backbone, which is effective on several text373

generation tasks (Liu et al., 2020). To adapt the374

ProphetNet in our task, we follow Gururangan et al.375

(2020) to continue training it in three steps. Firstly,376

to adapt ProphetNet to the E-commerce domain,377

we collect 24 million grounding E-commerce ti-378

tles to continue pre-train ProphetNet in a denois-379

ing sequence-to-sequence task. After that, we ob-380

tain a pre-trained E-commerce domain Seq2Seq381

model called ProphetNet-E. Secondly, we train382

ProphetNet-E in text editing task using our auto-383

matic augmentation dataset as described in § 4.1,384

which contains 600 thousand samples. Finally, we385

train the model on the E-cEdits dataset. As shown386

in Figure 3, in the editing task, it has to be men-387

tioned that we concatenate all of the model’s input388

(a, µ, g, and x̂) by the separator signal “[SEP]” to389

adapt the models for our task.390

5 Experiments391

5.1 Experimental Settings392

For the E-cEdits dataset, we randomly sample393

4,000/1,000 pairs for training/validation, and the394

remaining 4000 for testing. All of the models are395

implemented based on Fairseq (Ott et al., 2019),396

and the specific parameters setting for each model397

can be found in § 5.2. We set the max training398

epoch to 10 for each model. In the inference step,399

the beam size and length penalty are set to 4 and 1.2400

respectively, to calculate the main results without 401

post-processing. 402

5.2 Baselines 403

Transformer is the most commonly used sequence 404

to sequence model. We follow the hyperparameters 405

of standard Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017). 406

MASS (Song et al., 2019) uses the encoder- 407

decoder framework to reconstruct a sentence frag- 408

ment given the remaining part of the sentence. We 409

use the largest released pretraining model “MASS- 410

middle-uncased” trained on Wikipekia and Book- 411

Corpus. It contains six layers (embedding/hidden 412

size 1024 and 16 head for each attention layer) for 413

both encoder and decoder.5 414

ProphetNet (Qi et al., 2020) introduces an 415

n-stream self-attention mechanism and a self- 416

supervised objective named future n-gram predic- 417

tion. Two versions of ProphetNet are used, and 418

the main difference is the source of the training 419

dataset. “ProphetNet” in Table 3 is trained on 420

English Wikipekia and BookCorpus (16GB in to- 421

tal), while “ProphetNet-E” is continue trained on 422

E-commerce text. Both of two models include 423

a 12-layer encoder (decoder) with 1024 embed- 424

ding/hidden size and 4096 feed-forward filter size.6 425

5.3 Evaluation Metrics 426

Automatic Evaluation Following the automatic 427

evaluation methods in both text editing (Faltings 428

et al., 2020; Iso et al., 2020) and description gen- 429

eration in E-commerce (Chen et al., 2019; Chan 430

et al., 2019), we first use BLEU (Papineni et al., 431

2002) and ROUGE (Lin, 2004) to keep in line with 432

previous works. The BLEU score is calculated by 433

the built-in function in Fairseq, while the ROUGE 434

score is calculated by the “files2rouge” tool.7 435

While ROUGE and BLUE could evaluate flu- 436

ency of the generated description, there is no way 437

to explicitly examine whether an attribute has been 438

edited, which is one of the key points in this task. 439

To tackle this problem, we propose a new evalua- 440

tion indicator “Attribute Edit”, which computes 441

the fuzzy matching score between the input at- 442

tribute and the model output (the matching tool 443

is introduced in § 4.1, and score range 0-100). It 444

is worth mentioning that this indicator is signifi- 445

cantly correlated with human evaluation (details 446

5https://github.com/microsoft/MASS
6https://github.com/microsoft/

ProphetNet
7https://github.com/pltrdy/files2rouge
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Item Model Attribute Edit ROUGE BLEU

ADD ↑ DEL ↓ ALL ↑ R-1 ↑ R-2 ↑ R-L ↑ B-4 ↑

Baselines (row 1-3)

Transformer 56.32 55.57 0.37 14.23 2.54 13.05 3.50
MASS 58.47 90.00 -15.76 94.72 92.05 94.69 89.30
ProphetNet 59.33 87.60 -14.43 91.59 88.98 91.53 84.90

Ablations (row 4-6)
only Grounding 61.72 85.77 -12.03 89.16 86.00 89.03 79.97
only Command 61.08 87.24 -13.08 92.44 89.38 92.34 85.21
no Data Augmentation 61.24 85.97 -12.36 89.53 86.45 89.42 80.69

Our system 87.29 58.09 14.60 96.52 94.01 96.28 91.78

Table 3: Performances of our system and baselines on E-cEdits dataset in terms of Fluency (BLEU and ROUGE)
and Attribute relevance (Attribute Edit). R-1, R-2, and R-L denote ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-L, respec-
tively. B-4 represents four gram BLEU score. All of ablations are based on ProphetNet-E.

Model Fluency ↑ Attribute-relevant ↑ Overall ↑
ADD DEL ALL ADD DEL ALL

MASS 3.61 3.75 3.68 2.11 1.99 2.05 2.87
Our system 3.93 3.95 3.94 4.08 3.82 3.95 3.95

Table 4: Human Evaluation for Mass and our system. Note that the higher of “DEL” score represents the better
quality as opposed to the automatic evaluation. The significance test is carried out for each group by the Two-
Sample t-Test, all of the p values are less than 0.05.

can be found in § 5.5). Note that we use “ADD”447

and “DEL” to represent the evaluation scores on448

adding commands and deleting commands, while449

“ALL” denotes the average score of them. In delet-450

ing operations, the lower matching score indicates451

better model performance. Therefore, we convert452

“DEL” scores into negative ones when computing453

the overall score (i.e., “ALL” in Table 3).454

Human Evaluation We also conduct a human455

evaluation to compare our system with baselines.456

10 human graders are asked to evaluate the fluency457

and attribute relevance (for deleting command, we458

evaluate the attribute irrelevance) across 50 ran-459

domly selected examples from our test set, which460

include 25 deleting editing samples and 25 adding461

editing samples. Following Genie (Khashabi et al.,462

2021), we use a discrete Likert scale for 5 cate-463

gories: exceptionally bad, bad, just OK, good, and464

perfect instead of a continuous one. Finally, we465

convert categories into scores (1-5 from exception-466

ally bad to perfect) and get the average score.467

Item Attribute Edit Character-level LD

ADD 0.92 (p-value<0.0001) -0.01 (p-value=0.96)
DEL 0.89 (p-value<0.0001) 0.17 (p-value=0.23)

Table 5: The coefficients of Pearson correlation with
human evaluation. “LD” denotes Levenshtein distance.

5.4 Main Results 468

We evaluate the performance of our system and 469

baselines on E-cEdits dataset and further provide 470

ablations. We report the main result on Table 3 and 471

the human evaluation can be found in Table 4, from 472

which we can make the following conclusions: 473

1. Our system consistently outperforms base- 474

lines both in automatic evaluation and human 475

evaluation. For automatic evaluation (as shown 476

in Table 3), our system outperforms all baselines 477

both in fluency (BLEU and ROUGE) and attribute 478

relevance (Attribute Edit). For example, comparing 479

with MASS that gets the highest 89.30 BLUE and 480

94.72/92.05/94.69 ROUGE scores in text editing 481

baselines (row 2), our system still beats MASS with 482

91.78 BLEU and 96.52/94.01/96.28 ROUGE score 483

(row 7). Especially in Attribute Edit, using the pro- 484

posed data augmentation method can significantly 485

improve the editing model compared with other 486

baselines. We choose MASS to compare with our 487

system in human evaluations because it is the best 488

baseline in both ROUGE and BLUE. As shown 489

in Table 4, our system also outperforms MASS in 490

both fluency and attribute relevance. Consistent 491

with the automatic evaluation, these two models 492

show significant differences in “Attribute-relevant” 493

scores (2.05 vs. 3.95). 494

2. Both command and grounding play impor- 495

tant roles in the controllable text editing task. 496
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Attribute: Chain style: handmade chains
Command: Adding
Draft: Beads for necklaces bracelets making, with silver iron eye pins, mixed stone...
Model output: Handmade stone chips beads chains for necklaces bracelets making, with silver iron eye pins, mixed
stone...
Attribute: Item name: original rear camera module replacement part
Command: Adding
Draft: For sony xperia xa ultra compatible: for sony xperia xa ultra (only fit for xa ultra, not fit for xa1 ultra) features:
original high...
Model output: Original rear camera module replacement part for sony xperia xa ultra (only fit for xperia ultra), not fit
for xa1 ultra, features: original high...
Attribute: Suitable: abs systems
Command: Deleting
Draft: Feature : automatic brake... and magnetic reservoir base to prevent accidental spillage. Suitable for use with abs
systems. Supplied with range of...
Model output: Feature : automatic brake... and magnetic reservoir base to prevent accidental spillage . Supplied with
range...
Attribute: Product type: stopper
Command: Deleting
Draft: We have our own button factory... bulk order have more discount. Item description: plastic stoppers: 24mm
width * 23mm height.
Model output: We have our own button factory... bulk order have more discount.

Table 6: Examples for adding and deleting in our final results, where the colored words are matched with attributes.

We also explore the impact of grounding and com-497

mand on model performance. As shown in abla-498

tions (row 4 and row 5), using explicit command499

may improve performance in fluency, while using500

the grounding benefits model in better attribute501

editing. Meanwhile, ProphetNet-E outperforms all502

baselines (row 6) when in the “no Data Augmenta-503

tion” condition. That is, using E-commerce text for504

pretraining could better adapt ProphetNet to this505

task (compared with row 3).506

5.5 Further Analysis507

Attribute Relevance Evaluation We further com-508

pute Pearson correlation coefficient between the509

human score and our “Attribute Edit” score, to510

verify it can effectively evaluate whether models511

carry out an editing operation. Meanwhile, we also512

choose the character-level Levenshtein distance as513

the baseline, which is widely used in judging the514

two sentences’ similarity (Snover et al., 2006).8515

Table 5 illustrates that there is a significant statis-516

tical correlation between the proposed “Attribute517

Edit” score and human evaluation. In addition, the518

character-level Levenshtein distance is irrelevant519

with human evaluation as all of the p-values greater520

than 0.05.521

Case Analyze Table 6 illustrates four examples of522

description editing results with our edit system. Es-523

pecially, we can see that the operation of adding524

8https://pypi.org/project/
python-Levenshtein/0.11.2/

and deleting is not just simply copying or remov- 525

ing all the words in the pre-specified attribute, as 526

finding an appropriate position in draft for edit- 527

ing operation is one of the challenges in this task. 528

For example, with deleting command, sample 4 529

needs to remove the attribute “product type: stop- 530

per”. Our model not only removes the word “stop- 531

per”, but also the relevant content “24mm width...”, 532

which keeps the readability of the Edit version. 533

6 Conclusion 534

In this paper, we propose a new controllable text 535

editing task allowing users flexibility to constrain 536

the attribute-relevant content of the product descrip- 537

tion by commands in a draft-command-edit manner, 538

and introduce a high-quality draft-command-edit 539

dataset E-cEdits written by humans. Meanwhile, 540

in response to the low resource condition—the key 541

challenge in this task, we design a data augmenta- 542

tion method that contains two strategies to generate 543

pseud data pairs. Experiments demonstrate that our 544

method significantly and consistently outperforms 545

baselines both in automatic evaluation and human 546

evaluation. In sum, as a new attempt, we tentatively 547

give a simple but effective implementation of prod- 548

uct description editing, successfully approximate 549

the ideal goal of generating descriptions interac- 550

tively. Thus in the future, such a paradigm deserves 551

a closer and more detailed exploration. Therefore, 552

we will investigate to design this interactive gener- 553

ation manner in a more superior way. 554
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